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Introduction to C++-Tokens

A token is the smallest element of a C++ program that is meaningful to  

the compiler.
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Keywords

These are some reserved words in C++ which have predefined meaning  

to compiler called keywords. Some of the Keyword are given bellow
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Identif

iers
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Symbolic names can be used in C++ for various data items used by  

a programmer in his program. A symbolic name is generally known  

as an identifier. The identifier is a sequence of characters taken from  

C++ character set.

• Identifier refers to name given to entities such as variables,  

functions, structures etc

• They are created to give unique name to a entity to identify it during  

the execution of the program

The rule for the formation of an identifier are:

• An identifier can consist of alphabets, digits and/or underscores.

• It must not start with a digit

• C++ is case sensitive that is upper case and lower case letters are  

considered different from each other.

• It should not be a reserved word.



Varia

bles
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A variable is used for storing a value either a number or a character  

and a variable also vary its value means it may change his value  

Variables are used for given names to locations in the Memory of  

Computer where the different constants are stored. these locations  

contain Integer ,Real or Character Constants.

For Naming a Variable There are Some Specific Rules

• A Variable name is any Combination of 1 to 8 alphabets digits or  

underscore.

• The First Character in the Variable name must be an alphabet

• No Commas or blanks spaces are allowed in variable name

• No Special Symbols are used in the name of the Variable.



Data
types
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Opera

tors
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Control
Structures.
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Decision
Making  
statements
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..els
e
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syntax of the if statement

if (condition)

{

statement(s);

}

From the flowchart it is clear that if the if condition is true, statement is  

executed; otherwise it is skipped. The statement may either be a single or  

compound statement.

syntax of the if - else statement

if (condition)  

statement1;  

else

statement2;

The given condition is evaluated first. If the condition is true, statement1 is  

executed. If the condition is false, statement2 is executed. It should be  

kept in mind that statement and statement2 can be single or compound  

statement.



Switch
Statement
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• The if and if-else statements permit two way branching whereas  

switch statement permits multiple branching. The syntax of switch  

statement is:

• switch (var / expression)

{

case constant1 : statement 1;  

break;

case constant2 : statement2;  

break;

.

.

default: statement3;  

break;

}



Switch case
statement
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• Some important points about switch statement

• The expression of switch statement must be of type integer or  

character type.

• The default case need not to be used at last case. It can be placed  

at any place.

• The case values need not to be in specific order.

The execution of switch statement begins with the evaluation of  

expression. If the value of expression matches with the constant  

then the statements following this statement execute sequentially till  

it executes break. The break statement transfers control to the end  

of the switch statement. If the value of expression does not match  

with any constant, the statement with default is executed.



Looping

statement
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• It is also called a Repetitive control structure. Sometimes we require  

a set of statements to be executed a number of times by changing  

the value of one or more variables each time to obtain a different  

result. This type of program execution is called looping. C++  

provides the following construct

• Entry Check

while loop  

for loop

• Exit Check

do-while loop



Looping Flow
chart
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Loop
statement
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In general, a looping process would work in the following manner :

1. Initializes the condition variable

2. Executes the segment of the body

3. Increments the value of the condition variable as required

4.Tests the condition variable in the form of a relational  

expression. Based on the value of the relational expression  

the control is either transferred to the beginning of the block,  

or it quits the loop.



While
Loop
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while <(condition)>{ … } loop : is called as the entry-check loop.  

The basic syntax is :

While(condition)

{

Statement

}

The body of the while loop will be executed only if the test expression  

results true placed in the while statement. The control exits the loop  

once the test expression is evaluated to false.



For
loop
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for (; ; ) .. loop : is an entry controlled loop and is used when an  

action is to be repeated for a predetermined number of times.

The syntax is

for(intial value ; test-condition ; increment)

{

action block;

} The general working of for(;;)loop is :

1.The control variable is initialized the first time when the control enters  

the loop for the first time

2. Test condition is evaluated. The body of the loop is executed only if

the condition is TRUE. Hence for(;;) loop is called as entry controlled loop

3. On repetition of the loop, the control variable is incremented and

the test condition will be evaluated before the body of the loop is executed.

4. The loop is terminated when the test condition evaluates to false.



Do ..while
loop
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do … while <(condition)> is called as exit- check loop, as the  

condition(test expression) marks the last statement of the body of the

loop

do .. while Loop :

The construct of a do .. while loop is :  

do

{

action block

} while <(condition)>



Branch
ing
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continue

The continue statement forces the next iteration of the loop to

take place, skipping any code following the continue statement in the loop  

body

Break

A loop’s execution is terminated when the test condition

evaluates to false. Under certain situations one desires to terminate  

the loop , irrespective of the test expression

for(int x=0; x<9;x++)

{ if (a[x] == search_item)

{cout << “\nItem found at position ..” << x;  

break;}

The goto statement

goto allows to make jump to another point in the program.  

goto pqr;


